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Emeralds are scintillating and are very valuable gemstones. Those who were born in the month of
May, emeralds are perfect stone for them and an emerald ring would be very commendable as a
birthday present. The lustrous and luxurious emeralds and gold offer, one surely wouldnâ€™t want to
neglect this ring. In addition, emeralds are prevalent among men because emeralds reflect a solid
appearance which every man would want and also deep green color is not exclusively for women.
As there are excruciating rings to choose, emerald rings for engagement purposes are the perfect
choices.

When a couple makes out for shopping, gemstones are the most popular choices to shop for.
People opting for these are attracted because of their dazzling shine and royalty on onlookers.
Emerald rings are one of preferred choices of couples as they like to add richness and color to their
relationship that would make a touch of memorable history. Emerald rings are available in different
colors, green, which is the exclusive color of this stone. However, there are several shades of green
to choose from. Also, emerald needs a great care to let its shine and preciousness last longer.

Oil gets dry in high temperature areas. Therefore, your emerald ring should be kept away from
direct sunlight and high temperature regions. Also, the ring should not be cleaned using detergents
or soaps as they will result in loss of oil from the stone which would adversely affect its rich green
color. Generally ultrasonic cleaners are used for cleaning jewelry should strictly not be used for
cleaning emerald rings as it will result in inefficient life. 

Emerald rings should be cleaned through a dry clean cloth, which is recommended because it would
not affect it antagonistically. The metals used for emerald engagement rings are gold and platinum.

Emerald engagement rings are easily available at any jewelry showroom in local areas. Accented by
diamonds, emerald will go with almost any skin tone. The dark green color of emerald is produced
because it has less air bubbles as compared to aquamarine which is the only difference between
the two.

Emerald engagement rings are indubitably perfect for men and women as well as they are relatively
inexpensive and are extremely royal and beautiful.
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